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World City. 

The surrounding atmosphere seemed to have quietened down. 

These subjects of World City did not seem to expect their Lord to die so easily in front of 
them. 

They were immediately delighted. 

“Good riddance to bad rubbish!” 

“This nightmare is finally over!” 

“I finally don’t have to endure his bullying in the future!” 

“Great!” 

… 

A few World City subjects looked at Zheng Huaiba’s corpse with expressions of 
satisfaction. 

However, there were also a portion of World City’s subjects who looked at Zhou Zhou 
nervously. 

They were the people who had just put in a good word for Zheng Huaiba. 

They were afraid that this ferocious Lord would turn around and deal with them now that 
Zheng Huaiba was dead. 

Then, they saw Zhou Zhou look at them. 

“Let’s just let bygones be bygones.” 

“Join Blazing Sun City and become my subject.” 

“I can let bygones be bygones.” 

He said calmly. 



He understood that these people were probably bullied and coerced, so they said those 
heartless words. 

They were all pitiful people. 

Zhou Zhou naturally would not punish them. 

“We are willing to join Blazing Sun City and become your most loyal subjects!” 

They knelt down and said in fear. 

The old man also pulled his grandson to his knees. 

A line of text appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. 

[18 refugees request to join your territory and become your subjects. Do you agree?] 

After Zhou Zhou agreed, he let them get up first before checking their personal 
information. 

12 of the 18 subjects were ordinary people. 

Among the remaining six people, there was a Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade doctor, 
three Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade blacksmiths, a Black Iron-Tier Intermediate 
Grade chef, and a Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade architect. 

Zhou Zhou was very satisfied after reading them. 

They were all talents that his territory needed! 

Now that he had more subjects under his command, his need for lifestyle professionals 
increased. 

These six lifestyle professionals could slightly resolve his urgent needs. 

Even though there were not many people… 

But it was better than nothing. 

And he realized something else. 

That was, these people were especially loyal to him. 

Most of them were above 70 points! 

Especially the old man and the child. 



Their loyalty to him was 95 points and 98 points! 

Zhou Zhou roughly understood why their loyalty was so high. 

Therefore, he did not say much. 

After that, he dripped a drop of Golden Corpse Water on Lord Mighty’s corpse and 
asked Bai Yi and the others to bring it back to the territory later. 

He was still recording, therefore, he could not extract the loot from Lord Mighty’s body 
for the time being. 

Then, Zhou Zhou led everyone into World City. 

Bai Yi and the others quickly found the resource storage point of World City being led by 
these subjects. 

They obtained a total of 500 units of wood, 400 units of stone, 200 units of metal, and 
350 units of fine sand. 

There were also 22 Black Iron-Tier Mist Cores. 

There were also more than 20 units of Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Black-tailed 
Fog Scorpion meat. 

The loots were pitifully small. 

It was far inferior to the gains he had obtained in the territory of the Scarlet Lord. 

Zhou Zhou had expected this. 

How could a human Lord’s territory that had only developed for five days compare to 
the Scarlet Lord that had developed for an unknown period of time? 

“My Lord.” 

“I know that the person who just died built a residence as his harem.” 

“The three girls they tortured to death…” 

“Should be inside.” 

A wretched-looking young man walked over and said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou took a look. 



He realized that he was the only Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade architect here. 

The other party seemed to have seen through the meaning in Zhou Zhou’s eyes and 
immediately knelt on the ground in fear. 

“My Lord, please spare me!” 

“Even though I’m the architect who built the residences…” 

“But I really didn’t know they would use it in this way!” 

“If I knew they would use it this way, I wouldn’t have built it for him even if I died!” 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. “I told you. The past is in the past. And the other subjects 
didn’t accuse you of anything bad. I’m sure you had to build it for them because you had 
no choice.” 

“My Lord is wise!” The Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade architect was stunned for a 
moment before he was so touched that he cried. 

Zhou Zhou was speechless. 

Then, he asked him to bring him to the so-called “harem”. After arriving, Zhou Zhou 
realized that this place was actually locked. 

Fortunately, the subject had a key. After opening the door, the stench of rotting corpses 
assaulted Zhou Zhou’s face, almost suffocating him. 

He suppressed the stench of corpses and looked inside. 

In the end, he saw the corpses of three women who were already filled with maggots. 

This tragic scene stunned Zhou Zhou on the spot. 

He only came back to his senses after some time. He got Bai Yi to come over to 
arrange for someone to clean up the three corpses and bury them properly. 

He would tell the grandfather and grandson after the burial. 

Bai Yi received the order and left. 

After that, Zhou Zhou brought five Sword Shield Soldiers to the lord’s wooden house. 
After carefully searching this place and discovering that there was no loot, he placed his 
gaze on the Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Territory Stone Tablet. 

He got the five Sword Shield Soldiers to start slashing at this territory stone tablet. 



A moment later. 

The territory tablet was shattered. 

A Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Territory Token appeared in front of him. 

Zhou Zhou placed his hand on it. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Receive the Territory Token?] 

“Yes.” 

Zhou Zhou said. 

The next second. 

Click. 

The Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade Territory Token immediately fell into his hands. 

“It’s the third Black Iron-Tier Territory Token.” 

“I can upgrade my territory when I get back.” 

He looked at the Territory Token and smiled. 

Zhou Zhou had a faint premonition. 

His territory would probably change greatly from Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade to 
Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade. 

After confirming that there was no other loot to take away from this territory, Zhou Zhou 
led everyone back to Blazing Sun City. 

Not long after they set off. 

Zhou Zhou saw the little boy jogging to his side, ignoring his grandfather’s objection. 

He looked up at Zhou Zhou, his eyes flickering with an unprecedented light. 

“Big Brother, are you a hero?” 

“My grandfather said that heroes are existences that stand up to save people when they 
are in the most danger, afraid, and in need of help.” 



“Big Brother, you must be a hero, right?” 

He asked expectantly. 

Ever since his sister disappeared… 

His grandfather and him had been living in darkness. 

At this moment, in their hearts… 

The new Lord who had saved his grandfather and him was the hero in his grandfather’s 
stories! 

Zhou Zhou shook his head and laughed. “I’m not.” 

“I don’t believe you!” The boy shook his head. 

“I’m just an ordinary person who wants to work hard to live and protect those subjects 
who entrusted their future to me.” Zhou Zhou said. 

The boy blinked. 

Half an hour later. 

Blazing Sun City. 

Zhou Zhou asked the kitchen to prepare food and let these new subjects fill their 
stomachs after returning. 

He could tell that these people had been hungry for a long time. 

Then, he returned to the lord’s wooden house and first extracted the loot from Zheng 
Huaiba’s corpse. 

The loots were not of much value… 

Except for the most important six Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments. 

Zhou Zhou took out the six new Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal fragments and the 
eight Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal fragments he had obtained from the Black-
tailed Fog Scorpion leader previously. 

He put them all together. 

A hazy black iron light appeared. 



At the same time. 

A line of golden words also appeared. 

[10 Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal Fragments are discovered. Do you want to fuse 
them into a Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal?] 

“Yes!” 

Zhou Zhou was filled with anticipation. 

The next second. 

A black iron light flashed. 

A thumb-sized hexagonal black iron crystal appeared in front of him. 

It was surrounded by a black iron light belt that was like a ring of stars. 

It looked quite magical. 

Beside him were the remaining four Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Crystal fragments. 

Zhou Zhou picked up the hexagonal black iron crystal. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal] 

[Treasure Grade: Black Iron-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect One: After absorbing it, the Lord will randomly awaken a Black Iron-
Tier Lord Talent!] 

[Treasure Effect Two: Talent Advancement – Since this Lord’s Talent Origin Divine 
Crystal is Black Iron-Tier Grade, it can’t advance the other Lord Talents!] 

[Treasure Description: A Law Treasure condensed from the Supreme Will. You will 
obtain a random Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent after using it.] 

[Do you want to absorb it?] 

“Yes!” 

Zhou Zhou immediately said. 



The next second. 

This Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal immediately turned into countless black iron light 
spots and quickly entered into his glabella. 

He subconsciously closed his eyes. 

A moment later. 

Zhou Zhou opened his eyes. 

The Black Iron-Tier Lord Talent Origin Divine Crystal in his hand had completely 
disappeared. 

Zhou Zhou’s face lit up. 

This was because he vaguely felt that he had grasped an extraordinary ability. 

He immediately opened the Lord’s personal information. 

His Lord Talent column had already been updated again! 

[Lord Talent: 100% Drop Rate (Legendary-Tier), Gnome Alchemy Workshop (Green 
Bronze-Tier), Monster Ranch (White Silver-Tier), Incite Defection (Black Iron-Tier)] 

“Incite Defection?” 

Zhou Zhou studied this Lord Talent. 
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Zhou Zhou opened the details of this Lord Talent curiously. 

[Lord Talent: Incite Defection (Black Iron-Tier)] 

[Incite Defection: A Lord’s exclusive talent. When you fight the enemy Lord head-on, 
you can activate the Incite Defection Talent to turn 2% of the enemy Lord’s forces into 
your loyal subordinates.] 



[Lord Talent Hint One: The lowest limit of the number of enemies defecting is one unit of 
enemy, and the highest is 10,000 units of enemy. The loyalty of the enemy after 
defection is at least 80 points.] 

[Lord Talent Hint Two: Yellow Gold-Tier Advance Grade is the current upper limit of the 
force you can instigate to defect! This upper limit can grow.] 

[Lord Talent Hint Three: This talent can only be activated once a day!] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

There was actually such a skill. 

In addition, this was the first time he had seen so many Lord Talent Notifications. 

Then, Zhou Zhou quickly thought of the first party he would use it on. 

Regional Scarlet Lord faction—Sandman Lord! 

As Zhou Zhou’s current greatest enemy… 

It would be a pity not to use this Incite Defection ability on it. 

However, Zhou Zhou opened the world channel to see what the Lords were talking 
about before that. 

He estimated… 

That many Lords would probably know about the death of Lord Mighty by now. 

That was indeed the case. 

When he opened the world channel, the main content of the Lords’ conversation was 
about the Lord of The Blazing Sun killing Lord Mighty. 

“I’ve long seen through it. This Lord of The Blazing Sun is someone who does things 
without any bottom line for his own development. He can even casually kill his fellow 
Cerulean Planet Lords. What would he not dare to do?” 

“From now on, I will hate the Lord of The Blazing Sun for the rest of my life!” 

“It’s a pity that Lord Mighty died so suddenly. He was a pretty good Lord.” 

“I’ve always felt that the Lord of The Blazing Sun wasn’t a good person, but now… 
Hehe, it’s just as I thought.” 



“Lord Mighty’s desire to live was very strong. He should have already told the Lord of 
The Blazing Sun that he was willing to become his subject, but even so, the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun still killed him. I really didn’t expect him to be so ruthless…” 

“Is this what it means to compete for supremacy… This is the first time I’ve felt its 
cruelty.” 

“Another day that I don’t want to be a Lord.” 

“Everyone, be careful of Lord of The Blazing Sun. If he can kill Lord Mighty today, he 
can kill us tomorrow.” 

“The Lord of The Blazing Sun is too strong. If he continues to develop, he will definitely 
become a huge threat to us in the future!” 

“I suggest that we join forces to repel the Lord of The Blazing Sun!” 

… 

“As soon as the matter arose…” 

“All kinds of devils are coming out.” 

Zhou Zhou’s eyes became colder and colder as he watched the Lords’ conversation on 
the world channel. 

He was not angry. 

He had just silently added the Lords who spoke ill of him to his transaction blacklist. 
From now on, they would not have the right to buy the transactions he announced. 

Then, he opened the video he had recorded previously. He reviewed the video again 
after using some mosaics to block some more sensitive content. 

After confirming that the content of this video would not expose some important 
information about him, he set it up as a transaction and sent it to the exchange, allowing 
all the Lords to download it for free. 

This transaction was naturally open to all the Lords on the blacklist. 

Soon. 

With his own fame and the popularity of this matter, the free transaction he posted 
quickly ranked first in the number of transaction views. 

The Lords who watched the entire video were immediately in an uproar. 



“F*ck! So this is how Lord Mighty died!” 

“Good riddance!!!” 

“Good punishment!” 

“I’m dying of laughter! Is this the good Lord you all were talking about?” 

“Where are the people who said that Big Boss Blazing Sun has no bottom line? Stand 
up! Is this what you mean by having no bottom line?!” 

“I’m really sick of it. There are keyboard warriors who don’t know anything everywhere. 
They criticize others so easily. Isn’t this a slap in the face?” 

“It was too cheap a way for this person to die. The Lord of The Blazing Sun was too soft 
on him. He actually gave him the easiest way to die!” 

“Is this Big Brother Blazing Sun’s voice? It’s cold and domineering! Sisters, I love it so 
much!!” 

“I love it too!” 

“That child is right. Big Boss Blazing Sun is clearly a hero!” 

… 

The Lords’ arguments flip-flopped once the video was out. 

The people who had said that the Lord of The Blazing Sun was in the wrong all fell 
silent. 

They thought that they would be able to escape if they did not comment anymore. 

However, what they did not know yet was that Zhou Zhou had already put them on his 
blacklist. 

They would realize sooner or later that they could no longer buy the goods sold by the 
Lord of The Blazing Sun. 

At the same time, the other Lords on the world channel also began to whip their 
corpses. 

They also advocated the Lord of The Blazing Sun’s righteousness. 

Zhou Zhou saw all of this but there was no fluctuation in his heart. 



It seemed that there were some things that would not change even if it was in a different 
world. 

… 

The territory of the Dragon Lady Lord. 

In front of the wyvern’s nest. 

The Dragon Lady Lord looked at the reversal on the world channel with surprise. 

She had originally thought that the Lord of The Blazing Sun would leave a bad 
impression on the Cerulean Planet Lords because he had not handled this matter well. 

This way, she might be able to surpass him and become the most famous Cerulean 
Planet Lord. 

She did not expect that his video would make billions of Cerulean Planet Lords have a 
good impression of him. 

“A reputation crisis actually turned into an opportunity in his hands.” 

“Good move!” 

She admired but was jealous at the same time. 

But it had to be said that she felt very good seeing the Lord of The Blazing Sun deal 
with that scumbag, Lord Mighty, from a woman’s perspective. 

She hesitated for a moment before she tried to add Lord of The Blazing Sun as a friend. 

Many Lords took the initiative to add her as a friend knowing that she possessed an 
Epic-Tier Lord Talent.That gave her a lot of connections ever since she became 
famous. 

However, this was the first time she had taken the initiative to add someone as a friend. 

She was inexplicably expectant… 

Soon. 

A notification appeared in front of her. 

[The other party cannot be added as a friend!] 

Dragon Lady Lord: … 



… 

In an undead cemetery… 

One Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Undead Knight, five Black Iron-Tier Advance 
Grade zombie elites, 50 Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade ghosts, and 100 Black Iron-
Tier Elementary Grade skeleton soldiers lingered. 

In the middle of them was a coffin… 

Zhang Han, who was in the coffin, also saw what happened on the world channel… 

“I thought I’d see a good show.” 

“What a killjoy.” 

Zhang Han’s expression was cold, like a real corpse. 

As the Lord of The Blazing Sun became increasingly famous… 

He, who had originally treated him as prey, began to fear him. 

“I need to be stronger!” 

“My soldiers!” 

“Go destroy a Scarlet Lord’s territory!” 

“If it doesn’t work the first time, then go again!” 

A faint voice sounded. 

“Roar!” x156 

All the undead creatures wandered towards the Scarlet Lord’s castle in the distance 
accompanied by a terrifying and shrill roar. 

… 

Zhou Zhou saw that the matter with Lord Mighty had calmed down. He did not do 
anything else and closed the world channel. 

“It’s time to upgrade the territory.” 

Zhou Zhou suppressed the urge to try the new Lord Talent and walked out of the lord’s 
wooden house. Then, he looked at the building in front of him. 



With a thought… 

A line of text appeared. 

[Do you want to upgrade the lord’s wooden house?] 

“Yes!” 

Zhou Zhou said. 

The next second. 

A golden light covered the entire lord’s wooden house. 

The long-awaited upgrade had begun. 
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A moment later. 

The golden light that covered the lord’s wooden house dissipated. 

Zhou Zhou looked over. 

Not only was the lord’s wooden house much larger and more exquisite than before, 
there was also a small courtyard surrounded by stone walls. 

A series of text notifications appeared. 

[Congratulations, your lord’s wooden house has been upgraded to a Green Bronze-Tier 
Elementary Grade building. It has been upgraded to a Lord’s courtyard. There is an 
additional courtyard!] 

[Your territory has been upgraded to a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Territory!] 

[Territory Token Durability increased to: 20,000/20,000!] 

[Your territory has expanded to 5,000m×5,000m×3,000m!] 

[All fog monsters within the territory of the new territory have been expelled!] 



[Scarlet Fog will not appear in any of your territories!] 

[You have received an upgrade reward: Wall Blueprint (Green Bronze-Tier Elementary 
Grade)!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: The upper limit of the enemy Lord’s forces that you can instigate to 
defect has been increased to White Platinum-Tier Elementary Grade!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: Your Monster Ranch can be upgraded!] 

Before Zhou Zhou could react… 

Three rows of familiar golden text suddenly appeared in front of him. 

It also appeared in front of billions of Cerulean Planet Lords. 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun, becoming the first Cerulean Planet Lord to upgrade his territory to Green 
Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade. Reward: Supreme Treasure Chest +1, Reputation 
Rating +1, Unique Title of the Race: Glory of the Pioneer I!] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun…] 

[Cerulean Planet World Channel Announcement: Congratulations to the Lord of The 
Blazing Sun…] 

“It’s been broadcasted on the entire channel as a Lord Announcement.” 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou’s face. 

He had a faint feeling previously that there might be a huge change when his territory 
advanced from Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade to Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade. 

It has come true now. 

Moreover, it was a Lord Announcement for the entire channel. 

This time, not only did he obtain a higher Reputation Rating and a supreme treasure 
chest… 

Moreover, he had obtained a unique title of race! 

He had never seen this before. 

Zhou Zhou searched for a while. 



Soon. 

He found the title in the lord’s personal information. 

… 

[Lord Title: Lord of The Blazing Sun (Glory of the Pioneer I)] 

… 

[Title: The Glory of the Pioneer I] 

[Title Quality: Unique Title of The Race] 

[Title Effect One: You are famous among the Cerulean Planet Lords. More people 
admire your reputation and yearn to join your territory. Number of subjects you can 
summon through the Gate of Summoning every day +100%. Professional talents of the 
same level as the territory among the subjects summoned +2!] 

[Title Effect Two: The suffix of your Unique Title of the Race will be added behind your 
title of Lord when you comment in any channel. You can turn it off or activate it.] 

[Title Effect Three: When you become the first Cerulean Planet Lord to possess a White 
Silver-Tier Elementary Grade Territory, this title will be upgraded to Glory of the Pioneer 
II and unlock more title effects!] 

[Title Description: Exclusive title given to the pioneers in the Lords of All Races by the 
Supreme Will. There is a higher chance that the pioneer of every race will have 
extraordinary achievements!] 

Zhou Zhou looked at its title effects in surprise. 

The last two were still alright. 

However, Title Effect One was what Zhou Zhou’s current territory needed! 

His territory was not lacking in soldiers at the moment… 

What he lacked was subjects without professions. 

This was because unemployed subjects could be changed into Sword Shield Soldiers 
and Poison Crossbow Soldiers by his large number of Sword Shield Soldier Class 
Change Certificates and Poison Crossbow Soldier Class Change Certificates. 

They could also be arranged to be Elder Zhao’s subordinates and kitchen staff. 



In short… 

There would definitely be no idlers! 

Moreover, there would be two professional talents of the same level as the territory 
among the subjects summoned every day. 

This meant… 

That he would be able to summon two Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade 
professional talents from tomorrow onwards since his territory level was now Green 
Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade…. 

In the future, when his territory level increased to the Mythical-Tier… 

He would be able to add two Mythical-Tier talents to the territory every day! 

This growth rate was simply ridiculous! 

As for Title Effect Two… 

Zhou Zhou looked at its introduction and thought for a moment before opening the world 
channel. 

At this moment, the world channel was discussing Zhou Zhou’s announcement. 

“Good lord, how ridiculous! This is the third time, right?” 

“I feel like Big Boss Blazing Sun owns the Reputation Ranking.” 

“Be confident and get rid of your feelings.” 

“Big Boss Blazing Sun will always be a God!” 

“I want to see Big Boss Blazing Sun open the Supreme Treasure Chest!” 

“+1!” 

“It is probably a golden shovel crown. This way, it can give Big Boss Blazing Sun one 
more person in his army. (Tsundere face)” 

“It is easy to know one’s fate as a heaven-defying man[1.It has the same pronunciation 
from the idiom “It is easy to know one’s fate but difficult to change it.”].” 

“Lord of The Blazing Sun (Glory of the Pioneer I): …” 



“?” 

“???” 

“Huh??? What did I see??” 

“F*ck! The Lord of The Blazing Sun himself!” 

“Hug his thigh and transform into his leg hair!” 

“Big Brother Blazing Sun! I love you!!!” 

“Is this the unique title of the race? It is really a legend, isn’t it too dazzling?” 

“This title is so beautiful. I’m jealous…” 

“Boohoo, I want the unique title of the race too.” 

“I really didn’t expect Big Boss Blazing Sun’s first comment to appear like this. Brothers, 
I have a bold idea…” 

… 

Zhou Zhou was speechless. 

Originally, he only wanted to test how this unique title of the race would appear on the 
World Channel. 

He did not expect to see such heaven-defying comments as soon as he opened the 
world channel. 

He shook his head. 

His gaze landed on his unique title of the race. 

The words “Glory of the Pioneer I” were in gold and looked very noble. 

It looked very eye-catching even among the countless Lords comments in the world 
channel. 

The more Zhou Zhou looked at it, the more satisfied he became. 

He was even happier than when he found out about its title effect. 

Strength was temporary while… 



Being handsome was for life! 

“This title will advance in the future.” 

“I wonder what it will be like after it advances.” 

Zhou Zhou was looking forward to it. 

Then, he looked at the Wall Blueprint he obtained as an upgrade reward. 

[Construction Blueprint Name: Wall] 

[Blueprint Grade: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Blueprint Effect: Beginner Building Blueprint. You can master the construction method 
of a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade building— Wall— after the blueprint is 
learned by an architect. You can build a defensive building wall to protect the territory.] 

[Construction materials: Every cubic meter of wall requires one unit of wood, one unit of 
fine sand, one unit of metal, one unit of stone] 

[Learning Requirement: Only architects can learn it.] 

[Prompt: The wall is a special type of elementary building. It can be moved freely 
without dismantling, making it easier for the territory to expand.] 

Zhou Zhou’s eyes lit up when he saw this blueprint. 

There was a high chance that the novice lord’s protective barrier would disappear after 
two days! 

This wall blueprint could replace the novice lord’s protective barrier to protect his 
territory. 

“This wall blueprint came at the right time.” 

“I was right to work hard to upgrade my territory!” 

Zhou Zhou was even happier about his choice. 

As for the other Lords… 

They could only rely on building their own wall to resist the attack of the fog monsters 
unless they had an architect who had mastered the wall construction skill if they did not 
upgrade to a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Territory. 



When the time comes… 

It would definitely be harder for them to defend against the fog monsters’ attacks than it 
was for him. 

Thinking of this, Zhou Zhou first put away the wall blueprint and planned to look for 
Zhao Changshou later to discuss the construction of the wall. 

As for now… 

His gaze landed on the Supreme Treasure Chest in front of him. 
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Zhou Zhou opened the Supreme Treasure Chest. 

There was a green bronze key quietly placed inside. 

An item information notification appeared. 

[Treasure Name: Time Ruins Key] 

[Treasure Grade: Green Bronze-Tier] 

[Treasure Effect: Use the Time Ruins Key in an open space in the territory. You can 
activate a Green Bronze-Tier historical battle— The Time Ruins of the Defence of 
Indre!] 

[Treasure Description: The source of the Time Ruins is unknown. When living beings 
participate in the Time Ruins and complete the Time Missions within, they can obtain 
the gift of time.] 

[Note: This Time Ruins is an equipment-producing ruin. There is a high chance of 
producing conventional equipment (Black Iron-Tier, Green Bronze-Tier) and a small 
chance of producing the high-level soldier recruitment book— Elemental Archer 
Recruitment Book. There is a very small chance of producing a Hero Inheritance Secret 
Manual.] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

This Time Ruins Mystic Realm looked interesting… 



Especially the Hero Inheritance Secret Manual. 

That should be the most precious treasure in the entire Time Ruins from the probability 
of producing it… 

I wonder what kind of treasure would that be? Zhou Zhou thought curiously. 

A moment later. 

An empty area in the Blazing Sun City. 

This place was relatively far from the residential area of Blazing Sun City, and there 
were no buildings around. It was considered to be an undeveloped piece of land. 

Zhou Zhou stood there and looked at the Time Ruins Key in his hand. 

With a thought… 

A line of golden text appeared. 

Do you want to use the Time Ruins Key to open the door to the Time Ruins? 

“Yes.” 

Zhou Zhou said. 

The next second. 

The green bronze key in his hand suddenly disintegrated into countless green bronze 
light spots, forming a green bronze door five meters tall and two meters wide in front of 
him. 

Zhou Zhou looked at it in surprise. 

A message from the door appeared. 

[Time Ruins Name: The Defence of Indre] 

[Grade: Green Bronze-Tier] 

[Time Ruins Description: On September 16th, Year 10505 of the Supreme Calendar, 
nearly a thousand scarlet monsters launched a surprise attack on Indre Town, a town at 
the border of the Elven Empire. 13 Elven Elemental Archers guarding Indre Town 
caused huge casualties to the enemy. Nonetheless, this battle ended with the town 
falling. Countless Elven Empire higher-ups lamented at the sacrifice of these 13 Elven 
Elemental Archers.] 



[Note One: This Time Ruins will automatically reset once a day for a new opportunity to 
enter!] 

[Note Two: You can only bring a maximum of 100 subjects into this Time Ruins!] 

[Note Three: You won’t really die if you die in the Time Ruins, but you will fall into a 
weak state for 24 hours.] 

“We’ll go in and take a look when Zhang Cang and the others return tonight.” 

Zhou Zhou immediately thought after reading it. 

In any case, they wouldn’t really die so it wouldn’t matter even if they failed. 

He would bring the White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade Nezario in if all else failed. 

Zhou Zhou did not believe that a White Silver-Tier Elementary Grade pure-blooded 
dragon could not even deal with a Green Bronze-Tier Time Relic. 

Then, he returned to the Lord’s courtyard to check the next level upgrade content. 

[Construction Upgrade: 5,000 units of wood, 5,000 units of fine sand, 5,000 units of 
metal, 5,000 units of stone, 100 Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores, one Origin Crystal, one 
Green Bronze-Tier Territory Token!] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

This time, he needed a lot more materials to upgrade. 

20,000 units for basic materials alone and also the need for one Origin Crystal! 

It wasn’t that bad since he had these two items. 

However, he could not satisfy the need for the 100 Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores and 
one Green Bronze-Tier Territory Token for the time being. 

“I would still need to hunt down more Scarlet Lords to obtain 100 Green Bronze-Tier 
Mist Cores and one Green Bronze-Tier Territory Token…” Zhou Zhou thought to 
himself. 

Probably very few human Lords would possess the Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores and 
Green Bronze-Tier Territory Tokens at this stage. 

Only Scarlet Lords who had developed in the High Continent for an unknown period of 
time could provide him with these advancement materials. 



He stopped thinking about it. 

Zhou Zhou was not in a hurry to upgrade the Gate of Summoning. 

Instead, he entered the Lord’s courtyard first. 

The ground in the huge lord’s courtyard was flat, and a green brick path led from the 
door to the courtyard. 

“We can grow some fruits and vegetables in this courtyard.” 

“Or some nice flowers and plants.” 

Zhou Zhou looked at the courtyard in front of him with a very satisfied expression. 

Then, he left the Lord’s courtyard and went to the Gate of Summoning. 

[Do you want to upgrade the Gate of Summoning?] 

“Yes!” 

He said. 

The Gate of Summoning lit up slightly before calming down. 

A text notification appeared. 

[Congratulations, your Gate of Summoning has been upgraded to a Green Bronze-Tier 
Elementary Grade building!] 

[You can summon +10 subjects every day!] 

[You will definitely summon three Professionals every day!] 

[Prompt: Under the influence of the race’s unique title, “Glory of the Pioneer I”, the 
number of subjects you can summon every day has increased to 44!] 

[You will definitely summon five Professionals every day!] 

[And the professional levels of two of them will be the same as your territory level!] 

“Not bad!” 

“I can summon 44 subjects a day now!” 

“And there will be at least five Professionals!” 



Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 

This was a huge upgrade! 

Then, he looked at the upgrade requirements to upgrade the Gate of Summoning to 
Green Bronze-Tier Intermediate Grade. 

[Construction Upgrade: 2,000 units of wood, 2,000 units of fine sand, 2,000 units of 
metal, 2,000 units of stone, 50 Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores for the Territory Level to 
be upgraded to Green Bronze-Tier Intermediate Grade!] 

He still lacked the Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores. 

Zhou Zhou pondered. 

Even a regional Scarlet Lord would probably not be able to satisfy him with the 
requirement of so many Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores. 

He had to find more sources of Green Bronze-Tier Mist Cores. 

He quickly thought of a source. 

His Monster Ranch! 

“Now that my territory has been upgraded…” 

“The monster ranch should be able to nurture Green Bronze-Tier fog monsters, right?” 

Thinking of this, Zhou Zhou immediately went to look for Zhao Changshou who was 
building a warehouse then. 

Seeing Zhou Zhou arrive, he asked the soldiers to continue working while he quickly 
walked up to Zhou Zhou. 

“Greetings, my Lord!” 

Zhao Changshou said respectfully. 

“Elder Zhao.” 

“I want to build the wall tomorrow.” 

“In addition, I plan to build a third monster ranch before tonight and upgrade all three 
monster ranches to Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade!” 

“Can you do that?” 



Zhou Zhou asked. 

“Time is a little tight.” 

“I need to transfer all the people in the territory right now to help to complete it.” 

Elder Zhao frowned and thought for a while before saying. 

“No problem!” 

Zhou Zhou readily agreed. 

Then, he took out the Black Iron-Tier building material, Sand Crystal, for Elder Zhao to 
see. 

Elder Zhao’s eyes lit up when he saw the sand crystal. 

“Sand Crystal!?” 

“Elder Zhao, you really know your stuff.” Zhou Zhou smiled. 

“I naturally recognize such practical building materials.” 

“In the past, many high-level buildings built under my auspices would be mixed with 
Sand Crystal to increase defense, resistance to earthquakes and enhance the 
habitability of the buildings.” 

“However, sand crystals originate from the desert and are scarce in production.” 

“In addition, many Scarlet Lords are rampant in the desert, and there are fewer and 
fewer adventurers who dare to explore the desert.” 

“Over the years, sand crystals have become rarer and rarer in the market.” 

“I didn’t expect the Lord to have it here.” 

Zhao Changshou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

“Our territory won’t be lacking in sand crystals.” 

Zhou Zhou smiled. 

He had already planned to open a Monster Ranch to nurture sandmen tonight. 

When the time comes… 



This Monster Ranch would be equivalent to a Sand Crystal mine that could produce 
endless Sand Crystals! 

This way the Sand Crystals could be added to strengthen all the buildings in addition to 
the Wall! 

It could be said that this Sand Crystal already occupied a rather important position in his 
territory development plan! 
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Zhou Zhou and Zhao Changshou immediately went to the Monster Ranch to look for Mu 
Gu. 

“Can we build a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Monster Ranch now?” 

Zhou Zhou asked with a smile when he saw Mu Gu. 

“Sure!” 

“Not only can I build a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade monster ranch now…” 

“My ability has also been upgraded!” 

“I’m already a Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Monster Rancher and Monster 
Shepherd.” 

“I can manage up to four Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Monster Ranches at the 
same time!” 

“Moreover, the upper limit of the number of monsters I can nurture per monster ranch 
has increased from 500 to 750!” 

Mu Gu said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou was delighted. 

He immediately opened his attribute panel. 

[Subject: Mu Gu] 



[Territory: Blazing Sun City] 

[Life Profession: Monster Rancher] 

[Profession Class: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Battle Class Name: Monster Shepherd] 

[Strength Level: Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Ability Overview: The Monster Rancher of the Monster Ranch is also a monster 
shepard who is good at fighting fog monsters. He is proficient in communication, taming, 
and controlling fog monsters. There is a chance to upgrade a Normal fog monster to an 
Elite fog monster or even a Leader fog monster!] 

[Skills: Special Building – Monster Ranch, Fog Monster – Communication (Green 
Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade), Fog Monster – Taming (Green Bronze-Tier Elementary 
Grade), Fog Monster – Control (Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade), Fog Monster – 
Berserk (Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade), Fog Monster – Appease (Green 
Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade)] 

[Loyalty: Dead Loyal] 

[Potential: Diamond-Tier Advance Grade] 

Good God! 

Not only had the Monster Rancher and Monster Shephard profession levels increased 
to Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade! 

Many of the skills he had were also upgraded to Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade! 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

It seemed that Mu Gu was probably the one with the greatest gains in the entire territory 
other than him. 

“Not bad!” A smile appeared on his face. 

The Monster Ranch was his territory’s daily fixed income… 

This fixed income had increased again! 

He was naturally very happy. 

Then, Zhou Zhou handed his last Origin Crystal to Mu Gu. 



Even though upgrading his territory also required Origin Crystals… 

The most important matter now was to build a wall with Sand Crystals embedded in it. 

Therefore, it was better to use the Origin Crystals to build the Monster Ranch first. 

In any case, the Regional Scarlet Lords would definitely drop Origin Crystals. 

He would use the Origin Crystals dropped by the Regional Scarlet Lords to upgrade his 
territory after taking them down in the future. 

“The rest of the matter…” 

“Would need both of your hard work.” 

Zhou Zhou looked at Mu Gu and Zhao Changshou. 

“It’s our duty to serve My Lord!” 

“My Lord, you’re too kind.” 

Zhao Changshou said. 

Mu Gu also nodded seriously. 

Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

He did not stay any longer and returned to the territory. 

Then, he realized that he seemed to have nothing to do. 

Zhou Zhou wandered aimlessly in the territory for a while before arriving at the gnome 
alchemy workshop. 

“Greetings, my Lord!” x5 

Ashburn and his four apprentices, who were refining the life potion, immediately said 
respectfully when they saw Zhou Zhou. 

“You guys go ahead.” 

“I’ll chat with your teacher.” 

Zhou Zhou said. 

“Yes!” 



The four apprentices looked at Ashburn respectfully and enviously before focusing on 
their work. 

Zhou Zhou also opened the personal information of the four apprentices and realized 
that they had already become Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade Alchemy Technicians. 

“You’re good eh. All four of your students have actually become Alchemy Technicians. I 
didn’t know you were so good at teaching.” He was a little surprised. 

“They’re working hard too.” Ashburn laughed. 

“You should be more relaxed recently with these apprentices around, right?” Zhou Zhou 
asked. 

In the past few days… 

Other than the contribution of a small portion of the products produced by the gnome 
alchemy workshop to Zhou Zhou as his private property… 

Most of the remaining products would be recorded first and handed to Bai Yi and the 
others to be distributed according to the soldiers’ contributions and needs. 

Therefore, Zhou Zhou gradually stopped interfering in matters here. 

And since Ashburn was dead loyal to him… 

He was not worried that this gnome would line his own pocket. 

“It’s much easier… But I don’t dare to be lazy either.” 

“I’ve been studying the refining method of the Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Life 
Potion recently… It is showing some results now. I might be able to advance to a Green 
Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade Alchemy Technician if it works out.” Ashburn said. 

“Don’t you need Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade alchemy potion formula or 
blueprints for Alchemy Technology products?” Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

Advancement methods for ordinary lifestyle professionals would include advancing 
through researching and mastering higher-level professional abilities. 

This was the first time he had heard of Ashburn’s advancement method. 

“Thanks to My Lord… I’ve already mastered five alchemy test methods. Even if I am not 
of the Green Bronze-Tier Elementary Grade, I will be able to learn and master them 
because I’ve accumulated enough… I can also advance by creating my own Black Iron-
Tier Intermediate Grade Life Potion.” Ashburn said. 



Zhou Zhou acknowledged. 

He naturally hoped that Ashburn could advance. 

His soldiers were getting stronger and stronger. The Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade 
Life Potions and two doctors were no longer enough to satisfy the treatment needs of all 
the soldiers. 

If Ashburn could develop a Black Iron-Tier Intermediate Grade Life Potion, it would 
naturally be a good thing for his soldiers! 

After that, Zhou Zhou chatted with Ashburn for a while before walking out of the gnome 
alchemy workshop. 

“It’s a little boring.” Zhou Zhou sighed. 

The fact that a Lord could rely on soldiers to kill monsters to level up was very 
satisfying… 

It was just that sometimes, he would have nothing to do. 

He thought for a while and suddenly had a bold idea. 

A moment later. 

Zhou Zhou came to an empty space to the east of Blazing Sun City. 

A Lava Dragon more than six meters tall was lying there sunbathing. 

In front of it was a thick stack of roasted meat and a large vat of water. 

It was Nezario! 

Due to its size, Zhou Zhou’s room could no longer be used by Nezario. 

Therefore, he temporarily arranged for it to stay here. 

“Do you want to go out and play?” 

Zhou Zhou looked at Nezario and tempted him. 

Nezario suddenly raised its dragon head, and its pure red dragon eyes immediately 
revealed an excited expression. 

… 



15 minutes later. 

In the skies more than 100 meters away. 

Zhou Zhou grabbed the lava armor on Nezario’s back tightly, looking as excited as his 
dragon. 

He was flying! 

He might be flying in the sky with the help of his pet… 

But it also allowed him to experience the feeling of flying! 

Soon. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the ground with a focused gaze. 

A crudely built pyramid stood in the desert. 

Teams of sandmen were patrolling the pyramid in an organized manner. 

There were about 700 to 800 of them in total. 

It was the territory of the regional Scarlet Lord— Sandman Lord! 

“We’re here.” 

“Just circle over their pyramid. Don’t descend. And don’t let them hurt either of us.” 
Zhou Zhou said. 

Nezario growled. 

Then, it began to circle above the pyramid. 

The Sandman subjects below quickly discovered Nezario and Zhou Zhou. 

They roared and tried to attack Zhou Zhou in their own ways. 

For example using guns, spears, bows, and other weapons. 

However, no matter how they attacked, they could not hurt Nezario and Zhou Zhou, 
who were more than 100 meters above the ground. 

When Zhou Zhou saw this, the corners of his mouth curled up slightly. 



He knew from Bai Yi that these sandmen could not fly. That allowed him to be bold 
enough to ride Nezario to their territory and be arrogant. 

However, he was not just here to be arrogant… 

The main reason was because he wanted to use the Lord Talent he had just obtained to 
“Incite Defection”. 

This talent could only be activated once a day, and it could not accumulate. 

It would be a waste if he did not use it. 

Zhou Zhou naturally would allow such shameful wastage. 

“Pull their grudge!” 

Zhou Zhou said in a low voice. 

Nezario roared excitedly, and Dragon Might instantly erupted. 

At the same time… 

It also opened its mouth. 

A faint red light appeared from its throat. 

The next second! 

Whoosh! 

The surging hot Magma Dragon Breath spewed out of its mouth. 

It descended from the sky and stood at the very top of the pyramid. 

Then, at a speed visible to the naked eye, the Magma Dragon Breath quickly melted 
more than half of the pyramid. 

In the pyramid. 

Some sandmen in gorgeous clothes raised their heads and looked at Zhou Zhou and 
Nezario through the hole above them. 

Zhou Zhou laughed loudly. 

Then, he stretched out his right hand and aimed his palm at them. 



Lord Talent: Incite Defection— 

Activate! 

BOOM! 

An invisible fluctuation instantly covered the entire territory of Lord Sandman below. 

Some Sandmen’s bodies stiffened. Then, their eyes immediately became irritable and 
bloodthirsty. They turned around and killed their Sandmen companions beside them. 

The eyes of the other Sandmen were dark and unfathomable, as if they had their own 
consciousness. 

However, they did not act rashly. 

Instead, they quietly disappeared among the Sandmen, waiting for their true master’s 
orders. 

… 

“I seem to be able to control these sandmen I instigated through mind guidance.” 

“…And they can deliver some simple orders.” 

Zhou Zhou discovered another hidden ability of his talent. 

It had to be said that this ability was quite practical. 

Moreover, it would probably unleash an unexpected and shocking effect when used at a 
specific time. 

Then, he looked at the notification that had just appeared. 

[Prompt: You have activated your Lord’s exclusive talent, Incite Defection!] 

[Incite Defection has taken effect!] 

[Lord Talent Hint: A total of 14 Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade, five Black Iron-Tier 
Intermediate Grade, two Black Iron-Tier Advance Grade, one Green Bronze-Tier 
Elementary Grade, and one Green Bronze-Tier Intermediate Grade Sandmen have 
betrayed their Lord’s faction and become your loyal subordinates!] 

… 

“I think I can mass-produce traitors.” Zhou Zhou said with a strange expression. 



 


